INTDV to showcase five groundbreaking products in GITEX 2020
INTDV will unveil high-end technologies of the most promising key players in the Middle East
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INTDV, one of the Middle East’s leading emerging tech companies, headquartered in Riyadh
with offices operating in Dubai, Kuwait and Cairo, will showcase five innovative products in
GITEX 2020, which will kick off on December 6. Held in the Dubai World Trade Centre, the
event will be the first in-person global gathering of the premium tech firms in 2020.

The state-of-the-art products include Communico ChatBot, a conversational artificial
intelligence plug-and-play solution allowing humans to interact with digital devices, as if they
were communicating with a real person. Communico Robotics Content Management System
(RCMS) software enables users to control the robot and its content, including but not limited
to, the tablet content (text, voice, images, animations and videos), responses and
movements. Meanwhile, Pepper, the world’s first social humanoid robot, will be ready for the
event to welcome and guide visitors in an innovative way. Adding to the plethora of new
technologies and digital transformation projects, INTDV will bring two more tech
revolutionary platforms, namely Digital Avatar and SMP Robotics, to its stand in GITEX.

“Every year, GITEX exhibits a huge number of digital solutions and avant-garde technologies
provided by the world’s leading firms. We are pleased to participate in this year’s event
through our five innovative products to drive digital transformation, hand in hand with the
industry’s leading players, like Softbank Robotics,” said Mohammad Al Ajmi, the Chief
Executive Officer of INTDV.

“INTDV has become a fast-paced technology powerhouse utilizing high-end technologies
through integrating artificial intelligence, machine learning and automation. Inevitably, it will
be an integral part of future most influential advances, creating a tangible lasting value for
global tech events,” he added.

To take a closer look at our lots of patent products and integrated solutions, please visit our
stand at hall # 7 – C40 in the 40th year show from 6 to 10 December.

About INTDV
Founded as a tech arm of KSA-based Al Quiyadia Group, INTDV is a robust developer of AI and
ML solutions for businesses that play vital roles in the most important aspects of life
worldwide, and a main player in the world of bots. In a very short time, it has managed to
attract a large number of high-profile domestic and regional customers operating in various
sectors, including healthcare, entertainment, manufacturing, transportation, and consumer
goods and retail industry.
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